Kiyota, Murai and Wada conjectured in 2002 that the largest eigenvalue of the Cartan matrix C of a block of a finite group is rational if and only if all eigenvalues of C are rational. We provide a counterexample to this conjecture and discuss related questions.
If λ ∈ EV ∩ Z, then |D|/λ is an eigenvalue of |D|C −1 ∈ Z l×l and therefore it is an algebraic integer. This shows that λ divides |D|. By a similar argument, λ is divisible by the smallest elementary divisor of C. In [3, Questions 1 and 2], Kiyota, Murai and Wada proposed the following conjecture on the rationality of eigenvalues (see also [10, Conjecture] ).
Conjecture 1 (Kiyota-Murai-Wada). The following assertions are equivalent: It was proved in [6, 5] that the answer to Question 2 is yes for principal p-blocks whenever p ∈ {2, 3}. However, the following counterexample shows not only that Conjecture 1 is false, but also that Question 2 has a negative answer (for principal blocks) in general:
Let B be the principal 5-block of G = PSU (3, 4) . The Atlas of Brauer characters [2] (or [11] We do not know whether the implications (3) ⇒ (2), (4) ⇒ (1) or (4) ⇒ (2) in Conjecture 1 might hold in general. Wada [9, Decomposition Conjecture] strengthened all three implications as follows.
Conjecture 3 (Wada) . There exist partitions EV = E 1 . . . E n and ED = F 1 . . . F n of multisets such that
• λ∈Ei λ = λ∈Fi λ for i = 1, . . . , n.
• λ∈Ei (X − λ) ∈ Z[X] is irreducible for i = 1, . . . , n.
• ρ(C) ∈ E 1 , |D| ∈ F 1 .
Again we found a counterexample: The group PSU(3, 3) has a faithful 7-dimensional representation over F 3 . Let G = F 7 3 PSU(3, 3) be the corresponding semidirect product, and let B be the principal 3-block of G. This group and its character table can be accessed as PrimitiveGroup (3 7 , 35) and CharacterTable("P49/G1/L1/V1/ext3") in GAP. In this way we obtain 9 ∈ EV , but 9 / ∈ ED. Obviously, this contradicts Conjecture 3.
